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Wearable personal trackers offer exciting opportunities to contribute to one’s well-being, but they also can foster negative 
experiences. It remains a challenge to understand how we can design personal informatics experiences that help users frame 
their data in a positive manner and foster self-compassion. To explore this, we conducted a study where we compared 
different visualisations for user-generated screen time data. We examined positive, neutral and negative framings of the data 
and whether or not a point of reference was provided in a visualisation. The results show that framing techniques have a 
significant effect on reflection, rumination and self-compassion. We contribute insights into what design features of data 
representations can support positive experiences in personal informatics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Most fitness tracker experiences on the market are designed with goal completion at the centre [30]. This, in 
turn, leads to tracking being focused on performance as ambitious goal setting promotes high achievement [39]. 
Yet, goal-focused tracking is prone to a number of pitfalls. A person’s confidence in their ability to succeed in 
their goals can be undermined as a result of negative feedback [61]. Users may abandon goals [1] altogether 
if dissatisfied. Experiences of not fulfilling goals can negatively affect well-being and trigger negative thought 
cycles. Niess et al. [53] found that visualisations highlighting the failure to achieve a goal compared to more 
neutral visualisations triggered negative affect in fitness tracker users. Consequently, it remains a challenge 
for Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) to understand how negative thought cycles can be prevented through 
designing personal tracking tools. In order for tracking systems to continue to contribute to users’ well-being, 
we need to explore the design elements in personal tracking applications which allow for communicating goal 
failure and completion in ways which positively affect the user.
Previous work in HCI shows that it remains a challenge to create meaningful and supportive experiences in 

Personal Informatics (PI) [10, 31]. In response to this, past research focused on designing personal informatics 
systems that enhance self-reflection (e.g. [3, 15, 19, 28, 32, 34, 37, 38, 43, 44, 63, 66]), as this is seen as a key enabler
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for positive experiences in a user’s personal informatics journey [10]. However, as noted by Eikey et al. [22], when
reflective thought occurs, it sometimes leads to negative thought and emotion cycles, also known as rumination.
While previous work has indicated that the way that personal data is represented can trigger rumination or stress
(e.g. [37, 53]), it remains an open question how to design PI interfaces that prevent rumination.

Here, we explore one way to reduce rumination in PI—self-compassion. In 2020, Niess et al. [53] proposed
self-compassion as a potential approach to assist users of PI systems in reflecting on their personal data, while also
reducing rumination. In 2021, this was also echoed by Eikey et al. [22]. Along similar lines, they noted that targeting
users’ emotional experiences could offer a possibility for reducing rumination, which could be accomplished
through increasing self-compassion. Self-compassion involves ‘self-directed’ care and an understanding that
we are all human, struggle and have to cope with challenging emotions (e.g. [48, 56]). Studies by Neff [47, 52]
demonstrated that higher self-compassion levels are associated with lower levels of rumination. In line with
this, Samaie and Farahani [62] found an association between the psychological concepts of rumination and
self-reflection: self-compassion amplifies the relation between self-reflection and stress, but it also impairs the
relationship between rumination and stress. In other words, self-compassion can play a moderating role in
the relationship between stress, and the cognitive processes rumination and self-reflection [62]. Samaie and
Farahani’s [62] study showed that a higher level of rumination is associated with more stress, and that higher
levels of self-reflection are associated with less stress. This implies that the higher the self-compassion levels,
the more the individual’s self-reflection protects against stress, and the more the link between an individual’s
rumination and stress is disrupted [62]. Furthermore, self-compassion may reduce the experience of negative
emotions. For example, Leary et al. [40] suggest that those who are more self-compassionate may experience
fewer negative emotions. Leary et al. [40] suggested that those who are more self-compassionate are less likely
predisposed to self-ruminate in the aftermath of a negative event.
These findings suggest that designing for self-compassion opens up opportunities for both encouraging

positive cognitive processes and discouraging negative ones (e.g. [40, 47, 52, 62]), due to its alleged moderating
effect. However, it remains unclear how we can design PI systems that moderate rumination by enhancing self-
compassion. To address this gap, we explored how different personal data representations influenced participants’
levels of reflection, rumination and self-compassion. We use framing techniques as a starting point to design for
self-compassion, which is inspired by the well-known ‘Framing Effects’ defined by Tversky and Kahneman [68].
Framing has been shown to successfully foster positive feelings and cognitive processes like self-efficacy [18],
or positive behaviours like avoiding to install an app with questionable privacy policies [17]. Despite these
promising results, there is still a need to explore if and how framing can support self-compassionate mindsets. To
that end, we conduct a within-subject study with 𝑛 = 18 participants of how users explore different visualisations
(with either negative, neutral or positive framing) of their screen time data.

This paper contributes the following: (1) results on how personal data visualisations influence users’ reflection,
rumination, and self-compassion levels, and (2) insights on how the design on personal informatics experiences
can foster self-compassion. In this work, we first review related work on self-compassion, self-reflection, and
rumination. We relate these findings to previous work on PI systems to inform the design of the data visualisations
used in the study. We then present the method and findings from our study, and conclude with a discussion and
directions for future research.

2 RELATED WORK
Here, we first review related work on personal informatics (PI) with a focus on reflection and rumination. We
then discuss the concept of self-compassion and contextualise it within the field of PI.
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2.1 Self-Reflection and Rumination in Personal Informatics
Self-reflection is considered to be a central part of personal informatics systems. Such systems enable users to
understand their health and well-being through automatically collected personal data. By reflecting on personal
data, a user can notice patterns and trends, which can lead to more knowledge about oneself [25].
Several models have been proposed to describe the user’s journey in using personal informatics systems.

These models aim to provide a more detailed understanding of the reflection process. One such model is the
Lived Informatics Model of Personal Informatics proposed by Epstein et al. [27], which is an extension of Li et
al.’s [42] Stage-Based Model of Personal Informatics Systems. The Lived Informatics Model consists of four stages:
deciding to track, selecting tools, tracking and acting (which is an ongoing process of collection, integration, and
reflection), and lapsing. The Lived Informatics Model of Personal Informatics was later extended by Bentvelzen
et al. [10]. They introduced the Technology-Mediated Reflection Model (TMRM) [10] to describe user behaviours
and practices during the reflection phase of a personal informatics journey. The model shows how users enter,
exit and stay in the reflection phase. In the TMRM, reflection is considered to be a temporary state—a dynamic
process in which a user constantly adapts their tracking experience to their evolving needs. It has been argued
that fitness tracker users struggle to connect qualitative life goals with the numeric tracker goals, as shown in
Niess and Woźniak’s [54] Tracker Goal Evolution Model. In their model, reflection is described as a means to
translate those qualitative goals into quantitative ones [54], whereas other models describe reflection as a part of
the tracking process (e.g. the Lived Informatics Model [27] and the Stage-Based Model [42]). Interestingly, the
concept of self-compassion is not featured in personal informatics models thus far.
Recently, scholars in HCI have started engaging with the complexities of reflection. For instance, a paper

by Niess et al. [53] highlights a potential risk for reflection-enhancing systems. They postulate that users of
such systems can potentially experience negative thought cycles. The authors introduce the psychological term
rumination to refer to these cycles. Their empirical work showcased that rumination can be experienced by
users of personal informatics systems. This was later echoed by Eikey et al. [22]. Rumination and reflection
are related concepts [67] as both concepts refer to the process of the person focusing their attention upon
themselves [46]. The main difference between the two concepts, is the fact that reflection is usually regarded as a
positive process [67] as it revolves around curiosity [53], whilst rumination has a negative connotation to it as
it revolves around the focus on one’s loss or failures [46, 64]. While rumination can undermine technology for
reflection, it remains an open question of how to balance promoting reflection on the one hand and preventing
rumination on the other. According to Eikey et al. [22], targeting users’ emotional experiences could offer a
possibility for reducing rumination, which could be accomplished through increasing self-compassion. Therefore,
in this work, we explore how personal informatics systems can foster self-compassion and how this affects
reflection and rumination.
According to the conceptual work by Eikey et al. [22], emotion is one of the three mechanisms that explain

how rumination and PI tools are linked. With this link, they explain how designing for emotion is one of the ways
to reduce rumination [22]. Increasing self-compassion was mentioned as one of the methods for improving the
emotional experience with PI tools [22, 53]. Since it has been shown that self-compassion is positively associated
with life satisfaction and negatively associated with rumination and other negative processes and feelings [47, 51],
designing for self-compassion in PI tools shows potential to prevent rumination in users. However, more research
is needed in order to gain a shared understanding as to how we can balance the promotion of self-reflection and
the mitigation of rumination [53] and this works explored possible design elements for mitigating rumination.

2.2 Self-Compassion
In previous work, the concept of self-compassion is described as ‘an especially adaptive self-attitude due to
its positive association with multiple aspects of psychological well-being’ [16, p. 1133]. Self-compassion is a
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cognitive process that often gets connected with Buddhism (e.g. [56]). Over the years, Eastern constructs, such as
Buddhism, have gained traction in therapeutic developments like mindfulness-based cognitive therapy, acceptance
and commitment therapy, and compassion-focused therapy (CFT) due to their positive outcomes [5, 29, 33, 36].
Kristin Neff, one of the pioneers in the study of self-compassion, derived her definition of self-compassion
from Buddhism as well [49]. According to Neff [48], self-compassion consists of three components: (1) self-
kindness, (2) common humanity, and (3) mindfulness. Neff [48] defines self-kindness as the extension of kindness,
rather than harsh self-criticism, aimed towards oneself [48]. They define common humanity as the action of
putting one’s experiences into perspective of the human experience, and according to Neff [48] mindfulness
is the idea of balancing negative thoughts and emotions [48]. Self-compassion introduced a new research
perspective to studying optimal psychological functioning, as it presents a more concrete integration of the
concern for oneself and others [14]. Compassion towards others involves offering them ‘patience, kindness
and non-judgmental understanding, recognising that all humans are imperfect and make mistakes’ [47, p. 224],
whereas compassion towards oneself involves recognising that one’s inadequacies and experiences are part of
the human experience [48]. Although these definitions of self-compassion are grounded in theory in the field of
Psychology, more research is needed to gain a deeper understanding of the concept’s individual components [6].

These suggestions and findings on self-compassion, stress and rumination support Samaie and Farahani’s [62]
idea that rumination might be a moderating factor in the link between self-compassion and stress. In line with
this, Niess et al. [53] found that rich data visualisations, as used in fitness trackers, can both foster reflection and
reduce potential rumination by making the visualisations not as judgemental. This suggests an opportunity for PI
tools to incorporate self-compassion in order to help users find their balance between their fitness and well-being
goals [53]. Designing for self-compassion provides an opportunity for more positive experiences with PI tools and
the exploration of personal data. Furthermore, the work by Niess et al. [53] indicate a link between rumination
and self-compassion, which calls for more future research on how PI tools can be designed for self-compassion,
i.e. to reduce negative processes like rumination.
Self-compassion is a concept supported by measurement instruments. Neff [47] created the Self-Compassion

Scale (SCS) which measures the main components of self-compassion as mentioned previously. Raes et al. [58]
constructed a short version of this scale, named the SCS-SF. Although some research has been conducted with the
SCS, more is still needed (e.g. [50]). Neff et al. [50] used the SCS to measure participants self-compassion scores
as well. The authors found that an increase in an individual’s self-compassion was associated with an increase
in other ‘markers’ of mental health, and that self-compassion functions as a protector against ‘self-evaluative
anxiety’ in the context of considering one’s own personal weaknesses [50]. Additionally, they found evidence to
suggest that self-compassion has incremental validity as a construct, as its benefits ‘could not be fully explained
by lower levels of negative affectivity’ [50, p. 150]. The measurement instruments for self-compassion present an
opportunity for interaction design as they can be used to identify technologies which foster self-compassion.

2.3 Designing for Self-Compassion with Framing Effects
Although self-compassion is rarely—if ever—mentioned as a direct design goal for PI tools, there are some
examples that show potential to design for compassion. For instance, Kocielnik et al. [38] designed an artefact to
bridge the connection between reflection and well-being. Their artefact allowed users to reflect on the stressful
factors in their lives [38], which poses the opportunity for users to become more compassionate with themselves.
Furthermore, Epstein et al. [26] found that data visualisations from previously tracked data could give users
more desire to get back to tracking after having lapsed, especially when a user had a stronger desire to return to
tracking. This may show that data visualisations have the capacity to provide ‘compassionate’ support to a user.
Data elements such as textual information in the form of ‘facts’ (e.g. [23]) and labels (e.g. [41, 43]) help users

evaluate their progress and interpret their data accurately in order to identify what actions to take, whilst low-level
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data could be more difficult for users to interpret. Low-level data representations, which tend to lack points of
reference, are typically unhelpful for the interpretation of data as users are unable to identify contributing factors
to their health behaviours [32]. Points of reference, like labels and factual information, can offer the user more
opportunities for identifying contributing factors to their progress as these elements add more value to the data
visualisation. This would imply that points of reference have the potential to trigger self-reflection processes in
users. In other words, points of reference (e.g. [23]) and high-level data presentations (e.g. [32]) are key factors
contributing to how users interpret PI data. Niess et al. [53] found that bar graphs also offered potential for
self-reflection. Highlighted and labelled timelines (e.g. [38]) may be one of the most helpful data representations.
Moreover, having a combination, and therefore a balance, in the type of data representations is important, as users
tend to discover particular behavioural patterns more easily when given several ‘perspectives’ from the different
kinds of data representations (e.g. [3]). Having a selection of different kinds of data visualisations is important
for the discoverability of behavioural patterns. This finding tells us that several effective ways for displaying
and presenting personal informatics exist, yet this makes it harder to concretely identify what particular data
visualisation elements can present the user’s ‘successes’ effectively and how to give users the ability to see the
positive aspects in their data, especially under particular circumstances.
Visualising ‘successes’ and ‘failures’ in personal data in the form of framing techniques was not commonly

studied in the field of PI. The light-based framing approach (colours green, yellow and red) (e.g. [41]) is an
example of visualising the degree of success. Historically, framing was an important consideration in the context
of persuasive technology [17, 19]. Past research suggests that positive framing techniques are preferred over
negative ones (e.g. [18, 20, 26]). At the same time, positive and neutral framing techniques may not differ
significantly in their emotional effects on the user (e.g. [18, 20]). Understanding the notion of framing and how it
can be used to effectively enhance the experience of personal tracking is a key challenge as past work has shown
that sensemaking in personal informatics often happens in the form of contextualising information. This was the
case in a work-time tracking study by Epstein et al. [24]. Similarly, Bentley et al. [8] showed how multiple data
sources about well-being offered benefits to users when framed in a context relevant way.

Across research in personal informatics, there is consensus that systems should provide context and reference
points for the users’ data in order to offer a better tracking experience. This was demonstrated in studying, inter
alia, tracking habits [26], tracker metrics [11], and tracking fatigue [4]. Often, personal informatics is goal-driven
and uses goals as points of reference [18]. While this offers a change-oriented experience, the focus on goals
and, consequently, performance can also have negative implications [53]. Thus, the design challenge for future
PI systems lies in determining how such contextual information could be delivered in a way that benefits the
user. This, in turn, calls for the question of how to use framing to provide reference information to users of
PI systems, as there is not enough evidence to suggest whether solely positive, neutral or even other types of
framing approaches, have substantially different effects on (other) cognitive processes. Further, research regarding
framing is typically focused on emotions and behaviour (e.g. [37]). Therefore, in this work, we aim to explore
how data visualisation elements like baselines and framing techniques compare to one another in terms of their
effect on self-reflection, rumination and self-compassion. As these aspects remain unexplored in PI research, our
aim is to explore the role of framing and contextual information in PI experiences in a comparative study. For
an initial exploration, we posit the simplest form of contextual information as a single reference data point and
focus this work on such a form of context. We refer to this information as ‘point of reference’ for the remainder
of this work.

2.4 ResearchQuestions
It remains unclear what design choices should be made in PI tools in order to support self-compassion and
prevent rumination. There is a research opportunity in understanding how to design PI systems that foster
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Data visualisation
mock-ups based on

study conditions

Mobile phone
screen time dataParticipants install

StayFree app

App obtains two weeks of
historical screen time data

from the participants' devices

Questionnaire is
administered with the
visualisations based
on study conditions

Fig. 1. Simplified flow chart of the steps that were taken, as well as the materials that were produced in the study. The
grey-coloured blocks represent tasks that were either completed by the participants, the researchers, or the app. The blue-
coloured blocks represent study materials, like data and mock-ups.

self-compassion, as it may be a valuable method for reducing potential rumination and improving the experience
of PI tools [22]. Therefore, it is our goal to identify in what ways PI tools can improve the emotional experience,
especially by focusing on the prevention of rumination, and triggering reflection and self-compassion. We explore
how framing and a point of reference can influence these cognitive processes. We aim to answer the following
research questions:

• RQ1: In what ways do different kinds of framing techniques and points of reference in data visualisations
affect self-reflection, rumination and self-compassion?

• RQ2: How can self-compassion contribute to the prevention of rumination in users who explore personal data?

3 METHOD
We aimed to answer the research questions with an experimental study. This section describes the materials
that were used, the recruitment of participants, and the study process. For the purpose of our work, we chose
screen time data as it was easily obtainable in an online study and applicable to a broad group of participants.
Further, screen time was shown to be a relevant source of data for past personal informatics studies [21, 60].
Additionally, screen time data is a relevant example to study as users often express dissatisfaction with their
habits surrounding their smartphones, and understanding these behaviour patterns is relevant in managing
them [45]. This requires a deeper understanding as to when and why users may start feeling dissatisfied with
their habits [45]. Consequently, screen time tracking is an application area that can benefit from presenting data
in a way that fosters positive cognitive processes, like reflection and self-compassion, and to inhibit negative
ones, like rumination.

3.1 Study Design
To study user attitudes towards alternatives data visualisation in PI, we conducted a study where participants
expressed their views on visualisations of their mobile device usage data. We obtained two weeks of historical
data from the participants’ devices. Then, we produced custom visualisations for each participant. Before the
study, participants were provided an instructions document informing them of the study process, and a form
asking for informed consent. The consent form included details on the anonymisation of their data. Figure 1
presents the structure of the study.

3.2 Conditions
In this study, we dedicated specific attention to exploring the interplay between various framing techniques and
the inclusion of a point of reference in data visualisations, using screen time data as an example of a personal
tracking experience. Our goal was to operationalise framing and contextual information so that we could conduct
a comparative study. We operationalised the presence of contextual information as the addition of a single point
of reference, the weekly average screen time value. We operationalised framing into negative, positive and neutral,
as these framing are most often used in studies of affective framing across fields [35, 55]. By systematically
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varying these two components across visualisations, this study aims to dissect their effects on users’ engagement
with and understanding of their personal screen time data, providing critical insights for the design of more
user-centred personal informatics tools.
We designed six different data visualisation mock-ups for each participant based on their personal screen

time data in order to study the effects of different framing techniques in combination with a point of reference.
All visualisations showed data from eleven days as this was the duration visualised by the StayFree app. We
used bar graphs and reference lines as these visualisations are most commonly used in consumer-grade PI apps.
Each mock-up given to the participant represented the same personal data with the same baseline. The baseline
represented the participant’s daily average screen time. Two mock-ups were framed positively by highlighting
the days on which the participant had a daily screen time below their average in green, therefore highlighting
the more ’successful’ days (see Figures 2 and 3). Another two mock-ups were framed neutrally by colouring all
days in grey (see Figures 4 and 5). Neither successes nor failures are highlighted with neutral framing. The last
two were framed negatively by highlighting the days on which the participant had a daily screen time above
their average in red, therefore highlighting the ’failures’ (see Figures 6 and 7). Each framing technique had one
visualisation with a point of reference and one without, resulting in two mock-up versions for each framing
technique. A point of reference is added with the inclusion of labels to each bar in the graph, which corresponds
to the total screen time for that day. All data visualisation mock-ups had the same graph type: the bar graph.
This totals to six experimental conditions for the study:

• PosReference: Positive framing - point of reference (see Figure 2);
• PosNo: Positive framing - no point of reference (see Figure 3);
• NeuReference: Neutral framing - point of reference (see Figure 4);
• NeuNo: Neutral framing - no point of reference (see Figure 5);
• NegReference: Negative framing - point of reference (see Figure 6);
• NegNo: Negative framing - no point of reference (see Figure 7).

In this paper, we refer to the conditions with the abbreviations PosReference, PosNo, NeuReference, NeuNo, NegRef-
erence and NegNo.

Fig. 2. PosReference - Positively framed bar chart with point
of reference.

Fig. 3. PosNo - Positively framed bar chart without point of
reference.

3.3 Measures
We gathered the data in this study through an online one-time questionnaire, designed with the Qualtrics XM
platform. From this questionnaire, both quantitative and qualitative data is collected, as the questionnaire contains
both Likert scale statements and open text fields for open questions.
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In the first section of the questionnaire, participants were asked for their demographic data. This section of the
questionnaire asks them about their age, gender, their experience with their personal screen time data, whether
they have colour blindness or not and their highest completed education level.
The following sections of the questionnaire contained questions specific to the measures listed below.

3.3.1 Reflection and Rumination. In order to identify whether the personalised data visualisations triggered
reflection or rumination, we used the Rumination–Reflection Questionnaire (RRQ) by Trapnell and Campbell [67]
to construct questionnaire statements for the context of this study. To compare the reflection scores on the
statements constructed from the RRQ, we also added questionnaire statements adapted from the Technology-
Supported Reflection Inventory (TSRI) by Bentvelzen et al. [9], which is a scale developed with the purpose of
comparing artefacts designed for reflection. Hence, we administered the following measures:

• Rumination Scale - 5 items on a 5-point Likert scale;
• Reflection Scale - 5 items on a 5-point Likert scale;
• Trait Reflection Scale - 12 items on a 5-point Likert scale;
• Trait Rumination Scale - 12 items on a 5-point Likert scale;
• TSRI scale - 9 items on a 7-point Likert scale.

The second section of the questionnaire contains statements regarding the participant’s trait reflection and
trait rumination. The participant’s trait reflection and trait rumination are measured using the original statements
from the RRQ by Trapnell and Campbell [67] with the so-called Trait Reflection Scale and the Trait Rumination
Scale respectively. The Trait Rumination Scale and the Trait Reflection Scale both consist of 12 items on 5-point
Likert scales. In total, this section contains 24 questions.
The next part of the questionnaire explored whether the data visualisation mock-ups triggered reflection

or rumination. These reflection and rumination levels were measured with the help of two methods: the RRQ
and the TSRI. Regarding the RRQ method, we used a modified version of the Reflection and Rumination Scales
composed by Niess et al. [53], which consist of statements inspired by the RRQ from Trapnell and Campbell [67].
Both scales consist of 5 items on 5-point Likert scales. For the TSRI method, we used modified statements from
the TSRI in order to evaluate whether the data visualisation supports reflection or not. The TSRI scale consists of
9 items on 7-point Likert scales.
The participant rates the statements on the scales from both methods for every single condition. Therefore,

this section of the questionnaire contained (9 ∗ 6) + (5 ∗ 6) + (5 ∗ 6) = 54 + 30 + 30 = 114 questions.

Fig. 4. NeuReference - Neutrally framed bar chart with a
point of reference.

Fig. 5. NeuNo - Neutrally framed bar chart without a point
of reference.

3.3.2 Self-Compassion. In order to identifywhether the personalised data visualisations triggered self-compassion,
we used the SCS-SF by Raes et al. [58] to construct questionnaire statements for the context of this study. We
administered the following measures:
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• Self-Compassion Scale - 5 items on a 5-point Likert scale;
• Trait Self-Compassion Scale - 12 items on a 5-point Likert scale.

Next, the questionnaire contained statements regarding the participant’s trait self-compassion. The participant’s
trait self-compassion was measured using the original statements from the SCS-SF by Raes et al. [58] with the
Trait Self-Compassion Scale. The Trait Self-Compassion Scale consists of 12 items on a 5-point Likert scale.
The next part of the questionnaire administered the degree to which self-compassion is triggered by the data
visualisation in the participant. The self-compassion level was measured with the help of the Self-Compassion
Scale, which is a scale that consists of 5 statements inspired by the original statements of the SCS-SF by Raes et al.
[58]. Hence, the Self-Compassion Scale is a scale consisting of 5 items that are rated on 5-point Likert scales.

The participant first rated the statements from the Trait Self-Compassion Scale so that their trait self-compassion
can be used as a covariate in the statistical analyses. Then, the participant rated the statements on the Self-
Compassion Scale for all six conditions. Therefore, this section of the questionnaire contains 12 + (6 * 5) = 12 + 30
= 42 questions.
The exact statements used as measures in the study questionnaire are provided in the auxiliary material.

Fig. 6. NegReference - Negatively framed bar chart with
point of reference.

Fig. 7. NegNo - Negatively framed bar chart without point
of reference.

3.4 OpenQuestions
The last section of the questionnaire contained three questions with open text fields in order to collect qualitative
data. The first question asked the participant how they would identify their goals for their screen time data.
The second question asked the participant to describe their idea of a ‘success’ and a ‘failure’ when looking at
their screen time data. In the last question, we ask participants how looking at particular data visualisations
made them feel. By analysing the participants’ answers to these questions, we investigated in what ways the
representations of successes and failures in the mock-ups may have influenced the results.

3.5 Questionnaire Administration
Here, we describe how we obtained participant data and later administered the online questionnaire, using
visualisations based on the participants’ device usage statistics.

3.5.1 Obtaining User Data. The participants were asked to download the StayFree (see: https://stayfreeapps.com/)
mobile app so that they could send us their screen time data. Participants were given the full instructions for
installing the mobile app and sending the data in the accompanying consent form. After completing all the steps
successfully, the participants shared an image of their screen time either over text messaging or email. For this
study, the use of screen time data was used instead of, e.g., fitness data collected from fitness trackers, as most
people nowadays have a smartphone with automatic screen time tracking function, whilst a limited group of
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people collect their fitness data. Furthermore, screen time tracking is relevant across a variety of different user
groups due to its impact on health, productivity, and mindfulness, amongst other aspects.

Afterwards, within five days from receiving the user data, we designed six personalised data visualisations for
each participant based on their screen time data. Using personal data made the data visualisations more relevant
to the participant, potentially increasing the participant’s interest when taking the questionnaire. This was taken
into consideration due to the length of the questionnaire (approximately 30 minutes). Engaging with their own
data was more likely to ensure quality answers than working with hypothetical data, which is a recognised
challenges in PI studies [53]. All participants provided their data within two weeks from recruitment.

3.5.2 Administering the Questionnaire. After all the participants had sent their screen time data, the participants
were contacted via text messaging or email and sent the study questionnaire with their personalised data
visualisations. Before sending out the questionnaire to all participants, we did a trial session with one participant
to pilot the questionnaire and ensure the questionnaire did not contain any inconsistencies or vague question
formulations. All participants were asked to complete the questionnaire within a period of three weeks.

The participants were asked hypothetical questions, in which they had to answer whether they would reflect
or ruminate with the given data visualisation. They were also asked regular questions with regards to how they
felt about the shown data visualisation with scales that focus on feelings of self-compassion. We opted for this
type of study, as it offers the advantages of both experimental studies and applied studies: high internal validity
and high external validity respectively [2].
The participants were asked to answer the same questions for all conditions. Therefore, this study had a

repeated-measures (within-subjects) design.

3.6 Participants
To recruit participants, we used convenience, as this study required the users to have an Android mobile phone
(at the time of the study, the StayFree mobile app was solely available for Android). Snowball sampling was used
as well.

The sample consisted solely of adults based in the European Union. We recruited 18 participants (n = 18), with
13 females (72.22%) and 5 males (27.78%). The participants were aged from 19 to 26 years old (M = 22.38, SD =
1.79). When asked how often they engaged in exploring personal data, including screen time data, 9 participants
(50%) never spent time doing so, 5 (27.78%) once a month, 2 (11.11%) more than once a month and another 2
(11.11%) explored their data every week. All participants reported that they did not have any form of colour
blindness. Table 1 provides an overview of the details about the participants.

3.7 Data Analysis
3.7.1 Quantitative Analysis. To analyse the quantitative data, we used ANOVA-type procedures appropriate to
the specific dependent variables, with ANCOVAs to control for covariance based on past results when available.
Post-hoc analysis was conducted using Tukey’s HSD. The repeated-measures model specifications used assured
that we compensated for the within-subjects nature of our study.

3.7.2 Qualitative Analysis. To analyse the qualitative data, we used open coding and the pragmatic approach
to qualitative analysis as described by Blandford et al. [13]. The first author open coded all the answers from
the participants. Afterwards, in an iterative discussion, authors grouped and revised the codes using affinity
diagramming to build an understanding of the data corpus. Eventually, we constructed five themes which
comprehensively describe the contents of the qualitative data sources from the questionnaires.
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Table 1. Details of the participants in the study, including their participant ID (PID), gender, age and highest completed
education level.

PID Gender Age Education

P1 Male 22 High school
P2 Female 21 High school
P3 Male 22 High school
P4 Female 21 Bachelor
P5 Female 21 High school
P6 Female 22 High school
P7 Female 21 High school
P8 Female 21 High school
P9 Female 25 Bachelor
P10 Male 22 Bachelor
P11 Female 22 Bachelor
P12 Female 22 High school
P13 Male 26 Bachelor
P14 Female 19 High school
P15 Male 25 Master
P16 Female 23 High school
P17 Female 24 High school
P18 Female 24 Bachelor

4 RESULTS
Here, we present the results of the study. First, this section provides an overview of the quantitative results. This
is followed by the findings based on the qualitative analysis of the open questions. In the auxiliary material, we
provide the raw quantitative data from all participants.

4.1 Reflection Scale
To investigate the effect of the type of data visualisation on the Reflection Scale score, we conducted a two-way
ANCOVA. We controlled for the participants’ reflection trait as measured on the Trait Reflection Scale. The
framing technique had a significant effect on the reflection levels, 𝐹 (2, 102) = 10.328, 𝑝 < 0.001. There was a
significant effect of the covariate, the Trait Reflection, F(1, 102) = 15.787, p < 0.001. The in- or exclusion of a point
of reference had no significant effect on the reflection levels, F(1, 102) = 2.395, p = 0.125. There was no statistically
significant interaction between the framing technique and the in- or exclusion of a point of reference on the
reflection score, whilst controlling for trait reflection, F(5, 102) = 0.246, p = 0.782.
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Fig. 8. Boxplots of the scores on the Reflection Scale for the
IV concerning the framings, including significant pairwise
differences.
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Fig. 9. Boxplots of the scores on the Self-Compassion Scale
for the IV concerning the framings, including significant
pairwise differences.

In order to investigate significant pairwise differences between the six conditions on the Reflection Scale, we
conducted a post-hoc test with Tukey’s HSD. This revealed significant differences between the condition pairs
PosReference - NegNo with p < 0.01, and PosNo - NegNo, PosReference - NeuNo and PosReference - NegReferencewith
p < 0.05. Additionally, this revealed significant differences between framing techniques positive and negative
with p < 0.001, and positive and neutral with p < 0.05. Figure 8 shows the scores on the Reflection Scale for the
framing techniques.

4.2 Self-Compassion Scale
For the investigation of the effect of the type of data visualisations on the Self-Compassion Scale score, we
conducted a two-way ANCOVA, controlling for the participants’ self-compassion trait as measured on the Trait
Self-Compassion Scale. The framing technique had a significant effect on the self-compassion levels, F(2, 102) =
11.948, p < 0.001. Also, the covariate Trait Self-Compassion had a significant effect, p < 0.001. The in- or exclusion
of a point of reference had no significant effect on the self-compassion levels, F(1, 102) = 0.099, p = 0.753. No
statistically significant interaction was found between the framing technique and the in- or exclusion of a point
of reference on the self-compassion score, whilst controlling for trait self-compassion, F(5, 102) = 0.109, p = 0.897.

Post-hoc testing with Tukey’s HSD revealed significant differences between the condition pairs PosReference -
NegReference and NegNo - PosReference with p < 0.05, and PosNo - NegReference and PosNo - NegNo with p < 0.01.
Additionally, post-hoc testing revealed significant differences between framing techniques neutral and negative
with p < 0.05, and positive and negative with p < 0.001. Figure 9 shows the scores on the Self-Compassion Scale
for the three framing techniques.

4.3 TSRI
We conducted a two-way ANOVA to investigate the effect of the type of data visualisation on the TSRI scale score.
The framing technique had a significant effect on the reflection levels, F(2, 102) = 4.769, p < 0.05. Furthermore,
the in- or exclusion of a point of reference had a significant effect on the reflection levels, F(1, 102) = 5.716, p <

0.05. There was no statistically significant interaction between the framing technique and the in- or exclusion of
a point of reference on the reflection score, F(5, 102) = 0.181, p = 0.835.
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Fig. 10. Boxplots of the scores on the TSRI Scale for the
IV concerning the framings, including significant pairwise
differences.
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Fig. 11. Boxplots of the scores on the TSRI Scale for the
IV concerning the points of reference, including significant
pairwise differences.

A post-hoc test with Tukey’s HSD for the TSRI scale revealed significant pairwise differences between the
condition pair NeuNo - PosReference with p < 0.01. Subsequently, post-hoc testing revealed significant differences
between framing techniques positive and neutral with p < 0.05 and the in- or exclusion of a point of
reference with p < 0.05. Figure 10 shows the scores on the TSRI Scale for the three framing techniques. Figure
11 displays the significant difference for the point of reference.

4.4 Rumination Scale
To investigate the effect of the type of data visualisation on the Reflection Scale score, we conducted a two-way
ANCOVA. We controlled for the participants’ rumination trait as measured on the Trait Rumination Scale. The
framing technique had a significant effect on the rumination levels, F(2, 102) = 16.814, p < 0.001. Additionally, the
in- or exclusion of a point of reference had a significant effect, F(1, 102) = 4.793, p < 0.05. There was no significant
effect of the covariate, the Trait Rumination, F(1, 102) = 1.310, p = 0.255. There was no statistically significant
interaction between the framing technique and the in- or exclusion of a point of reference on the rumination
score, whilst controlling for trait rumination, F(5, 102) = 0.389, p = 0.679.

For the Rumination Scale, we also tested for pairwise differences between the six conditions. The post-hoc with
Tukey’s HSD revealed significant differences between the condition pairs NeuReference - NegReference and PosNo
- NegNo with p < 0.01, NeuReference - NegNo with p < 0.05, NeuNo - NegNo, PosNo - NegReference with p < 0.001,
and NeuNo - NegReference with p < 0.001. Subsequently, post-hoc testing revealed significant differences between
framing techniques neutral and negativewith p < 0.001, and positive and negativewith p < 0.001. Additionally,
post-hoc testing revealed significant differences between the in- or exclusion of a point of reference with p <

0.05. Figure 12 shows the scores on the Rumination Scale for the different framing techniques. Figure 13 displays
the significant difference between the exclusion and inclusion of a point of reference.

4.5 Qualitative Results
While some participants mentioned that they did not have any particular goal or feeling towards the data
visualisations, many participants reflected on their experiences in more detail. Based on our analysis, five themes
have been identified: Comparison, Insight, Thresholds, Context, and Framing. In the following, we describe the
identified themes in more detail, illustrating them with excerpts from the data collection.
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Fig. 12. Boxplots of the scores on the Rumination Scale
for the IV concerning the framings, including significant
pairwise differences.
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Fig. 13. Boxplots of the scores on the Rumination Scale for
the IV concerning the points of reference, including signifi-
cant pairwise differences.

4.5.1 Comparison. The first theme derived from our data focuses on the potential and the relevance of drawing
comparisons between your own data and other data. The comparisons can either be drawn between individual
data or can go beyond that. For instance, one participant remarked the potential of drawing comparisons between
their own data and recognised benchmarks in the area of health: ‘[My goal is] to try and compare my own data
with the approved / healthy standards.’ (P3). We observed that participants often based their interpretations of
data around comparison and aimed to identify features of the data representation which enabled that. Users used
different time horizons to compare data points, analysing the data across days, weeks or the full visualised day
range.

4.5.2 Insight. The second theme describes one essential way of how participants describe that their data should
be used, namely to help them learn more about themselves in a non-judgemental way. Participants do not
necessarily want to set a specific goal with regards to their (screen time) data, rather they were more interested
in gaining insight from the data visualisations.
This is nicely illustrated by the comment of one participant that emphasised the need to make their own

assessment of how they are doing, instead of allowing the technology to make this judgement for them: ‘(...) to
provide myself with insight, not letting it [i.e. the technology] tell me how “good” or “bad” I’m doing something. I
decide that myself.’ (P11)

4.5.3 Thresholds. Along similar lines, this theme focuses on self-determined decisions. Participant voiced that
they want to have the power to set their own goals, determine thresholds, decide for a specific framing and take
responsibility for selecting specific parts of their screen time experience they want to reduce. Furthermore, they
note that the average used in the study may also be considered a sufficient starting point to define successes and
failures.
On the other hand, participants also discussed that an average is not an ideal measure for success of failure,

because an average is a dynamic metric. It can change every single week or even every day depending on your
performance from the previous week or day. Several participants preferred setting specific limits or thresholds
over averages:
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• ‘I think you can only talk about success or failure when you have set a personal goal. [...] If your goal is to get
below average, the goal constantly changes because your average will go down as well. [...] I think you should
set your goal at your personal threshold.’ (P17)

• ‘I don’t think average is a good way to measure success, as you could also have the same screen time everyday,
but that doesn’t mean it’s either good or bad. [...] Starting with average might be good as an indication, but
after that you could maybe lower the bar slowly.’ (P9)

4.5.4 Context. This theme focuses on the idea that quality of screen time can be more important than the actual
amount of screen time. For example, some mobile applications could be considered useful, or even necessary for
essential tasks. One participant mentioned that using her phone is actually necessary for school at times: ‘[...] a
lot of my screen time is actually also because of school, so it would be stupid to see that as a negative thing.’ (P2)
Another participant denoted that knowing when to stop using their phone in itself could be a success: ‘A

success in this case would be to stop looking at the phone when looking at the phone becomes detrimental to other
aspects in your life.’ (P13). This pinpoints the idea that successes or failures with regards to the representation of
data does not necessarily have to be defined in terms of numbers. Some users may find context and quality more
important.

4.5.5 Framing. The emotional effect that different kinds of data representations had on participants differed
which falls under the umbrella of the theme framing. However, we did identify one common aspect: emphasising
failures, especially with a distinct colour like red, induced negative emotions. Many participants declared feeling
negative emotions when being confronted with those mock-ups. Common emotional responses to the conditions
NegContext and NegNo were sadness, annoyance, discouragement and frustration. One participant elaborated on
the fact that these mock-ups would make it difficult to make changes to their behaviour as they would want to
avoid looking at the graph: ‘The failures graph made me not want to look at it. At first glance you only see the bad
days, that way I can only think of that [...]. It would make it difficult to think of ways to change.’ (P12)
Furthermore, very few participants mentioned the positive framing technique. This could imply that the

emotions induced by the negative framing technique were stronger compared to those induced by the positive
framing technique. This could explain why more participants expressed their negative emotions, rather than
their positive ones.

5 DISCUSSION
This study’s focus on screen time data visualisation raises a compelling question about the adaptability of the
findings in different PI contexts, such as health or fitness tracking. The choice of screen time as the context for
this study stems from its pervasive relevance in modern digital life, but the implications of our findings extend
beyond this domain. Designing data visualisations with self-compassion in mind can be a promising approach
across various PI domains, where negative self-comparisons and rumination [53] might be triggered by data rep-
resentations. For instance, in health and fitness tracking, positive or neutral framing techniques might help users
to engage with their data in a way that encourages self-understanding rather than self-judgement [59], thereby
promoting emotional well-being. It suggests a paradigm shift in PI tool design, moving from an exclusive focus on
performance metrics towards incorporating users’ emotional and mental well-being as primary considerations.

5.1 Understanding Framing and Points of Reference
In this research, we explored how the framing (positive, neutral, negative) of visualisations for screen time data
affects reflection, rumination and self-compassion. Furthermore, we inquired how a point of reference provided
in these visualisations can potentially support positive PI experiences. Having explored the effect of the data
visualisations, we observed that the framing technique had a significant effect on a person’s reflection, rumination
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and self-compassion levels. Framing technique had a significant effect on the DVs as measured on the Reflection,
TSRI, Rumination and Self-Compassion scales. With the pairwise comparisons from post-hoc testing and the
qualitative analysis, we were able to find in what ways the framing techniques had a significant effect on the DVs.
We found that positive framing had a significant effect on the reflection score for the Reflection Scale over neutral
and negative framing. For the reflection score on the TSRI scale, positive framing had a significant effect over
neutral framing. As shown in the boxplots from Figures 8 and 10, positive framing culminates higher reflection
scores (RQ1). Subsequently, negative framing had a significant effect on the rumination score for the Rumination
Scale over positive and neutral framing. Consequently, Figure 12 shows that negative framing leads to higher
rumination scores (RQ1). This finding is in line with theories of reflection and rumination, since reflection is
considered a positive process [67] and rumination a negative one [46, 64]. Furthermore, negative framing had a
significant effect on the self-compassion score on the Self-Compassion Scale over positive and neutral framing.
Figure 9 shows that negative framing results in noticeably lower self-compassion scores (RQ1, RQ2). This finding
is comparable to previous findings as self-compassion is negatively associated with negative processes and
feelings [47, 51]. This negative association seems to be illustrated with the effect that negative framing has on
self-compassion. Similarly, the qualitative analysis revealed that the negative framing technique seems to result in
a strong negative emotional response in users. In conclusion, positive framing increases self-reflection, negative
framing increases rumination but decreases self-compassion. This finding shows the potential to design with
positive or non-negative framing techniques and self-compassion in mind in order to trigger self-reflection and
discourage rumination (RQ1, RQ2). To design for self-compassion, PI tools should avoid negative framings and
instead opt for positive or neutral framing techniques (RQ2).
The in- or exclusion of a point of reference had a significant effect solely on the TSRI and Rumination scales.

Interestingly, a point of reference seems to result in higher reflection scores compared to the exclusion of
context (RQ1). In section 2.3, we hypothesised that context has the potential to trigger self-reflection in users,
yet comparable to the quantitative results, the qualitative results revealed that attitudes towards the a point
of reference were mixed. This could imply that the effect of context is more personal, rather than universal.
Therefore, future PI tools should have customisation options so users can decide whether they want to have
context visualised in their data in order to prevent negative emotions. Another suggestion is to develop future PI
tools that can make automatic adaptations to the data visualisation depending on, e.g., the user’s behaviour.

We note that, fundamentally, framing is a type of cognitive bias [68]. Consequently, using framing in PI systems
implies a certain less of objectivity, which, in turn, may become a key design consideration. Design solutions
where objectivity is a design goal may attempt to avoid the bias, e.g., by presenting data in both positive and
negative forms. Previous studies have shown that both positive [18] and negative framing [37] can be effective in
supporting users with behaviour change. In contrast, here, we investigated how PI systems may support reflection,
which is seen as a key way for PI to empower users to make informed decisions about their well-being [12].
Our results showcase that there is room for using framing in the context of reflection and positive framing is
preferred. Future studies should investigate if that is also the case across different PI systems and contexts.

5.2 The Role of Self-Compassion
In light of our findings, the integration of self-compassion as an aspect of Personal Informatics (PI) tool design
emerges as a viable alternative to performance-oriented tracking, which is most often seen in commercial
products [12, 65]. Through our research, we demonstrated that self-compassion can affect how individuals
perceive and react to data about themselves. The demonstrated impact of framing, particularly positive and
neutral techniques, upon self-reflection and self-compassion scores, suggests that designing with empathy
and understanding can foster positive interactions with PI tools. Interestingly, this perspective diverges from
conventional design paradigms that predominantly focus on performance metrics, thus offering an approach
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that embraces emotional well-being as a key design goal for PI. Self-compassion can potentially contribute
to the reduction of self-critical rumination, an unintended consequence of performance-centric PI tools. This
integration of self-compassion in designing PI provides a valuable avenue for future PI tools that prioritise user
emotional health and self-understanding. The possibility of customising data visualisation based on the user’s
behaviour or preferences further underscores this approach, marking a shift from one-size-fits-all solutions to
more personalised tools. This study highlights the transformative potential of self-compassion in PI tool design,
opening new directions for future research and development in this field.
Acknowledging the lab-study nature of our research, wherein participants viewed different visualisations

consecutively, we recognise that this design may have primed participants to notice and comment on the
differences between conditions. As an initial exploration into self-compassion in PI, this study aimed to capture
participants’ initial reactions to different data visualisations. However, future work could extend this research
to a between-subjects evaluation and/or a field study to explore how these visualisations affect users in more
ecologically rigorous, long-term settings. Moreover, our study opens the door for exploring additional forms
of positive reinforcement in PI contexts. For instance, integrating personalised affirmations, goal-setting that
emphasises self-care [59], or collaborative features that foster social support [57] could be promising avenues for
fostering positive, compassionate engagement with PI tools. These contributions offer the community a roadmap
for integrating self-compassion into the design of PI tools in a manner that aligns with the needs and emotional
well-being of end-users.

5.3 Ways Forward
In this paper, we have identified several directions for future research. The first research opportunity is to
control for character traits. In this paper, we controlled for a person’s natural tendency to ruminate or self-reflect,
and for the person’s self-compassion trait. In PI research, a user’s character traits are typically not taken into
consideration when measuring or evaluating the DV. This finding shows that this is a potential research gap in
the field of HCI and personal informatics. Future research should aim to fill this research gap and determine to
what extent and in what ways character traits could affect a person’s perception of their data.

Second, in line with past research [7, 12], our work shows that more research is needed in order to identify
and develop research methods for evaluating and measuring reflection, especially with regards to the evaluation
of artefacts. The literature review revealed that papers may have different takes on what reflection means or
entails, therefore choosing different research methods for evaluating this process in users when they explore
research artefacts. This may complicate comparing the results from various studies and identifying concrete
design choices for PI tools that explain the artefacts’ effects on the user. Future research should aim to explore
effective ways in which to study reflection and rumination in the context of PI, allowing for effective system
comparison.

Third, future research should consider taking participants’ personal goals and definitions of success and failure
into account. Our study confirms the need for considering the complexity of tracking goals [54] in designing data
representations for PI. For example, several participants stated that successes and failures could depend on the
context of the data, whilst others stated that setting a rigid personal goal achievement threshold could correspond
to their goals. These differences in goal setting and perceptions of success could influence one’s experience with
a data visualisation, hence their engagement with the data as well. This consideration for personal differences
also applies to the addition of a point of reference in data visualisations, since we found that context resulted in
mixed reactions from participants. Therefore, future research should take these personal differences into account
when exploring the effects of a data visualisation.

Lastly, we aimed to explore whether a person’s self-compassion was affected by the different kinds of data
representations or not. Although the study showed that negative framings should be avoided when designing
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for self-compassion, more research is needed in order to identify what design elements are most effective with
the aim to properly foster self-compassion, including the self-compassion plays in discouraging rumination,
especially in the case of goal failure.

5.4 Limitations
We acknowledge several limitations of our approach. Parts of this research were conducted during the Covid-19
pandemic. Consequently, the study could not benefit from in-person participant interactions. Instead, contact
with the participants was maintained via email and personal messaging (e.g. Microsoft Teams). Recruitment of
participants was mostly done online, which ultimately may have resulted in less participants taking part in the
study than preferred. One limitation to this research, due to this non-personal type of communication exclusively,
is the possibility that participants might have felt less engaged with the study, which could have altered the
results. Also, there is the possibility that participants might have felt less engaged with the mock-ups that were
given in the questionnaire, because not all participants had been actively tracking their screen time data. We
tried to minimise this lack of engagement with the mock-ups by having the participants send over their personal
screen time data first. This way, we could design mock-ups that presented their own data.

Further, we reflect on the the method of recruiting the participants through convenience sampling and snowball
sampling. The recruitment of participants was not random, because we contacted friends and acquaintances to
be potential participants in study. Subsequently, we asked several participants to recruit others from their inner
circles to take part in the study. Therefore, we used a non-probability sampling method to recruit participants for
the study. Due to the recruitment methods used for obtaining this sample, the results could be biased and have a
lower external validity than preferred, because the sample might not be fully representative for the population of
smartphone users that regularly evaluate their screen time. In the recruitment process, we tried to minimise this
bias by recruiting participants of different ages, genders and education levels. However, we recognise that the
sample consist primarily of young adults.
We acknowledge that our within-subjects design, in which participants were exposed to multiple conditions,

might have primed participants to notice the differences between these conditions, potentially influencing their
responses and the comparative evaluations they made. This design choice, while allowing for controlled and
direct comparisons across conditions, could introduce carryover effects, which may have impacted the later
measures in the survey, especially given the non-randomised order of the questions despite the conditions being
order-balanced. Our particular study design may have also induced participant fatigue. Due to the combination
of using several different scales and having a total of 6 conditions, the survey required a considerable amount
of time to complete. This could have especially influenced the measures which appeared later in the survey
Response fatigue could have altered the focus and motivation of the participants to fill in the questionnaire.

6 CONCLUSION
This paper aimed to evaluate in what ways different kinds of framing techniques and the addition of a point of
reference in the representation of personal data can contribute to the design, specifically the interface design,
of PI tools. We conducted a within-subject online study in which we evaluated how the dependent variables
reflection, rumination and self-compassion levels of the participant were influenced by the two independent
variables: the framing technique and the point of reference. From the statistical analyses, we found that the
framing technique had a significant effect on the cognitive processes of the user. Positive framing showed a
significant increase in self-reflection, whilst negative framing showed a significant increase in rumination and
decrease in self-compassion. On the other hand, the effects of context differed per scale. More than that, the
quantitative analysis revealed mixed results regarding the inclusion of baselines.
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The qualitative analysis revealed that the negative framing technique induced a strong negative emotional
response in the participants. Participants experienced a wide range of negative emotions, including sadness,
annoyance, discouragement and frustration. This paper contributes to the field of personal informatics by
providing insights into the design of future PI tools with the aim to foster self-reflection and self-compassion,
and to discourage rumination in users. We hope to inspire future research on the design of data visualisations
with the intent to minimise the effects of negative cognitive and emotional processes.
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